Benchmarking Your Current Analytics Capabilities
The benchmarking survey below is divided into categories of questions that address the
various aspects of data analytics and how it impacts your institution. It is not only the
technology aspect of data processing but also the business factors that help create a
successful analytics platform. A brief description of each is below:
• Data/Information: The use of data to manage your bank is the base concept in
this evaluation. This dimension looks at your ability to collect data from
everywhere in the bank, apply analysis and provide insights in context.
• Core Analytics: Within this dimension your responses will increase in value as you
not only collect and report on financial/sales performance but begin to use
analytics to predict future behavior.
• Business Focus: One of the most important aspects of data analytics is that it is
designed to support the bank’s business strategy. The analytics must be designed
so that meaningful insights are derived that will improve the business going
forward.
• Content Architecture: This aspect of the maturity model measures the ability of
your analytics platform to provide your internal users access to data through the
consistent use of operational processes and that it is scalable.

• Administrative/Governance: The management processes of your analytics
platform. How do you maintain confidence in the information you gather, keep it
secure, address privacy concerns and make sure the data is used for ethical uses
only.
• Company Culture: This is a measure of your company’s ability to routinely use
insights derived from analytics to drive the business. Does the bank have the
right management support, processes and implement the insights derived from
your data? Does your institution continually evaluate its results and drive for
improvement?
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Instructions:
Read each row of the chart from left to right. Circle the number under that statement that best
describes your observations of your current analytic capabilities.
Just one caution, be as honest and candid as possible filling out the survey. When you are finished
total up the value of your answers and write the number here:________
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Based on your responses, you will fall into one of three categories; Analytically Challenged,
Analytical Practitioners or an Analytical Innovators. Descriptions of each are listed above in the
chart.
• For scores below 10 – you are losing business and market share to your competitors.
You need to begin work on a data analytics ASAP.
• Scores from 11-20 are doing a good job but are leaving opportunities unrealized.
• Scores of over 21, you are in the top 10% of all companies with regard to expertise in
managing your marketing analytics platform
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